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Abstract— Over the past decade, substantial effort has been
directed toward developing ultrasonic systems for medical
imaging. With advances in computational power, previously
theorized scanning methods such as ultrasound tomography
can now be realized. In this paper, we present the design,
error analysis, and initial backprojection images from a single
element 3D ultrasound tomography system. The system en-
ables volumetric pulse echo or transmission imaging of distal
limbs, for applications including: improving prosthetic fittings,
monitoring bone density, and characterizing muscle health.
The system is designed as a flexible mechanical platform for
iterative development of algorithms targeting imaging of soft
tissue with bone. The mechanical system independently controls
movement of two single element ultrasound transducers in
a cylindrical water tank. Each transducer can independently
circle about the center of the tank as well as move vertically in
depth. High resolution positioning feedback (⇠1µm) and control
enables flexible positioning of the transmitter and the receiver
around the cylindrical tank; exchangeable transducers enable
algorithm testing with varying transducer frequencies and
beam geometries. High speed data acquisition (DAQ) through
a dedicated National Instrument PXI setup streams digitized
data directly to the host PC. System positioning error has been
quantified and is within limits for the desired imaging modality.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the increase of computational power in the past
decade, ultrasound tomography (UST) is emerging as a
promising new imaging modality for imaging of soft tissues.
Recent systems targeting in-vivo breast imaging have pro-
duced clinically relevant images with quality and resolution
comparable to those of MRI [1], [2]. However, an UST
system for in-vivo imaging and quantitative characterization
of soft tissue surrounding bone has not yet been developed.
Using ultrasound to image bone and the surrounding tissue
results in strong refraction, attenuation, and scattering of the
transmitted acoustic waves. Typical assumptions made in soft
tissue imaging do not hold with the presence of bone. In this
regard, scans of soft tissue with bone presents an interesting
set of new imaging challenges and applications [3]. Accurate
quantitative characterization of bone and surrounding soft
tissues has the potential to: (1) improve prosthetic fittings
by integrating internal tissue and bone structural information
into the socket design process [4], (2) monitor bone density
deterioration for osteoporosis progression and diagnosis [5],
and (3) better quantify neuromuscular disease progression
such as Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy [6].
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A single element 3D UST system, shown below, has
been designed and built to support iterative development of
algorithms for the above target applications. In comparison
to clinical ring array and conical array systems [1] [2], a
developmental system requires more flexibility and simplic-
ity. For iterative algorithm development, the system should
provide flexible transducer configurations (frequency/beam
geometry) in conjunction with accurate transducer posi-
tioning. With high production cost and system complexity,
ring and conical arrays are unsuitable for flexible iterative
development. Single element scanning with one transmit and
one receive channel is more suited at the developmental
stages. Exchangeable transducers and single channel data
acquisition significantly reduces cost and system complexity,
while maintaining flexibility and low-level control of the
system.

The designed system is capable of scanning targets in
either pulse echo or transmission modes. The system consists
of two independently moving single element transducers
enclosing a cylindrical aperture around the scan target. High
resolution position control of these transducers enables pre-
cise alignment of transmit and receive pairs within the scan
volume. The system mechanical design and data acquisition
setup are described in Section II. Mechanical positioning
and data acquisition errors are evaluated in Section III and
initial backprojection scans with image correction are shown
in Section IV.

Fig. 1: Top view of the mechanical scanning system.



II. MECHANICAL DESIGN

Design Purpose: To develop a low cost flexible tomo-
graphic acoustic imaging system that supports rapid algo-
rithm development.

A. Functional Requirements

To achieve the desired system characteristics the following
functional requirements are imposed on the system.

1) Circular Aperture. Transducers must form a circular
aperture around the scan target with accurate position-
ing.

2) Variable Height. Transducers must move along tank
depth to enable 3D reconstruction of a target volume.

3) Independent Motion. Transmitter and receiver positions
must be independently reconfigurable to test complex
scanning algorithms.

4) In-vivo Subject Scanning. System layout must allow
scanning of in-vivo targets.

5) Flexible. Transducers should be easily exchangeable to
enable testing of varying transducer frequencies and
beam geometries.

6) Safe. The system must be safe for human subjects.

B. Mechanical System Description

The mechanical system principally consists of an acrylic
tank, two ring bearings and two transducer brackets (Fig. 2).

(a) Top View (b) Side View

Fig. 2: Solid model of the mechanical system.

The tank holds water to acoustically couple the transducers
to the scan target. The two ring bearings define the rotational
motion about the target. The bearing inner races are rigidly
connected; the bottom bearing outer race is grounded to the
tank base (Fig. 2b). This bearing layout allows movement of
the transmitter relative to system ground as well as movement
of the receiver relative to the transmitter, enabling indepen-
dent rotational motion of the transmitter and receiver about
the scan target. Two brushless motors with friction pinions
drive the two ring bearings independently. The transmitter
bracket and the receiver bracket are respectively attached
to the inner and outer race of the top ring bearing. Each
transducer bracket consists of a linear slider, a non-captive
stepper motor, and a transducer holder (Fig. 2b). The non-
captive stepper motor allows movement of the threaded rod

relative to the motor, enabling vertical motion of the attached
transducer. The adjustable band clamp (not shown) on the
holder allow transducers to be easily exchanged. Closed-
loop position control of the transmitter and receiver angular
positions is implemented by an NI myRIO microcontroller,
with feedback from a high resolution magnetic encoding
setup on the outer faces of each ring bearing. Open-loop axial
positioning of each transducer is also controlled through the
myRIO with dedicated external stepper drivers.

C. Data Acquisition

Data acquisition consists of the myRIO, a DPR300 low
frequency pulser, a NI PXI chassis, and a host PC (Fig.
3). The PXI chassis contains a PXIe-5122 digitizer for data
capture and a PXIe-8370 card for high speed data streaming
to the host. In pulse echo mode, data collection is initiated
by a digital trigger signal from the myRIO to the pulser
and digitizer. The DPR300 in turn sends an impulse to the
transducer, then listens and amplifies the return signal. On
trigger, for 0.4ms at 50MHz, the PXIe-5122 digitizes the
amplified signal and streams the single A-scan though the
PXIe-8270 PCIe link to the host. With fast triggering and
high incoming data rates, the PCIe link is necessary to
provide sufficient data speeds to prevent data backlog or
overflow in the PXI buffer. Data collection in pitch catch
mode is identical to pulse echo, with the exception that the
pulser listens on a separate receive transducer.

Fig. 3: Data Acquisition Setup

III. SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION

To characterize system sensitivity and positioning errors,
calibration fixtures of known geometry and location were
scanned in pulse echo (5MHz Olympus V308-SU). In pulse
echo, the position of a scatterer in the image plane is

s(✓) = R(✓)� C ⇤ t(✓)/2 (1)

For each angular position ✓, s is the distance of a scatterer
from the center of the tank, R is the radial position of the
transducer, C is the speed of sound (SOS), and t is the two-
way travel time of the received echo. Partial derivatives of the
aggregate equation with respect to each variable is analyzed
to define an error budget for each respective input. Total



alloted error is bounded by the minimum acoustic resolution
of 150µm (5MHz).

ds =
@t

@R
dt+
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@R
dR+
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To satisfy the total error budget, 50µm contribution is
alloted for each input. Using expected mean values for each
parameter, reasonable error bounds can be defined for each
input.

Partial Bounds Source
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c
2dt dC  67ns DAQ stability

@s
@RdR = 1dR dR  50µm Radial position

@s
@C dC = t

2dC dC  0.5m/s Defined SOS

TABLE I: Alloted error for each input

A. DAQ Stability Characterization

To characterize the DAQ sampling measurement stability,
2000 pulse echo A-scans were captured with the transducer
and the target at a fixed separation. Temporal location of
the first echo envelope peak was detected, shifts in the
peak location within the 2000 A-scans were recorded to
characterize DAQ stability. Measurements were repeated 9
times at varying separations.

Fig. 4: DAQ Acquisition Stability

The maximum temporal shift in peak location is only 1
sampling interval, correlating to 20ns, lower than the alloted
67ns time error. For expected SOS around 1500m/s, final
position error due to time sampling would be 30µm.

B. Radial Positioning Error

Similar to the calibration procedure for ring arrays [7],
the radial position error of the transducer is quantified by
recording A-scans at 1533 angular positions around a known
target (0.5075in (12.9mm) diameter nylon 6-6 rod). With a
known SOS in the medium, temporal deviations in the first
echo peak can be characterized as the radial position error

of the transducer at each angular position. 9 A-scans were
collected at each angular position.

Fig. 5: Radial positioning error at all angles. Maximum and
minimum bounds are shifted by 0.1mm in (a) for clarity.

As seen in Fig. 5, radial position of the transducer shows
⇠±30µm deviations at each angular position. The sinusoidal
presence in Fig. 5a will be discussed in Section IV and is
due to the slight eccentricity of the nylon rod positioning
in the tank. The author is aware that the presented radial
error includes the previously evaluated DAQ stability error.
However, though inclusive, the total error is still lower than
the 50µm alloted.

C. Speed of Sound Error

For system characterization in pulse echo, the SOS is as-
sumed to be global and constant within the imaging volume.
Since SOS is temperature dependent and variations are small
in deionized water [8], accurate measurement (±0.1�C) of
temperature can be used to compensate for temperature
deviations.

IV. INITIAL SCAN RECONSTRUCTIONS

Similar to scans presented by Norton, a focused 5MHz
transducer was used for backprojection imaging of various
targets [9]. B-mode images are shown below. in Fig. 6.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6: Centered phantom with cylindrical inclusion (a) and
centered 0.5075in (12.9mm) nylon rod (b).



Reflections from the object boundaries are clearly seen.
However, off-center objects appear significantly distorted in
size and shape. Seen in Fig. 7c and 7d, the distortions
are caused by the wide beam width of the transducer. To
cover a large region of interest (ROI), a wide beamwidth is
necessary to cover the diameter of the ROI boundary circle.
As in Norton’s schematic, each point in each A-scan line
actually corresponds to the sum of all scatterers along a
circular arc centered at the transducer location [10]. This
wide beam angular insensitivity creates distortions for off-
center scatterers in the tank. As shown in Fig. 7, distortions
in off-center scatterers appear as circular doublets in polar
images (Fig. 7a-7d) and sinusoids in Cartesian images.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 7: Cartesian (7a, 7b), polar (7c, 7d), and corrected
(7e, 7f) images of two 0.5075in (12.9mm) nylon rods
(centered/off-center) and a single off-center nylon thread

Image correction is executed using a previously developed
reflectivity tomography algorithm [8]. This algorithm is valid
for a monostatic setup with an omnidirectional transducer
which travels in a circular path and insonifies targets that
are weak and omnidirectional scatterers. The reconstruction

is done by computing line integrals over the pulse echo data
and mapping the line integral results to a point within the
aperture. This operation can be thought of as accumulating
echoes in the A-scans and moving the summation to the
proper location in space.

The algorithm correctly recovers the expected shapes and
sizes of the scanned targets. Previously distorted nylon rods
show with corrected sizes and locations 7e and the nylon
thread show as a point scatterer as expected 7f. However,
the algorithm does add noise to the image at the scatterer
boundaries. This is a result of the finite axial resolution of
the transducer and deviations from the original assumptions
of the algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the mechanical design, software de-
sign, error analysis, and corrected backprojection images of a
single element 3D ultrasound system. The mechanical system
has shown sufficient accuracy and flexibility to enable testing
of various scanning algorithms and transducers in the near fu-
ture. Initial backprojection images show promise in detection
of boundaries within the scan volume. Algorithms combining
both backprojection and tomographic information will be
explored to improve scan accuracy and enable sound speed
mapping. For the targeted applications: prosthetic fitting,
bone density monitoring, and muscle health characterization;
more sophisticated echo or transmission algorithms will be
developed, accommodating strong and directional scattering
of bone and variable sound speed distributions within the
imaging volume.
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